In this paper, we investigate the problem of scheduling parallel Kalman filters for multiple processes, where each process is observed by a Kalman filter and at each time step only one Kalman filter could obtain observation due to practical constraints. To solve the problem, two novel notions, permissible consecutive observation loss (PCOL) and least consecutive observation (LCO), are introduced as criteria to describe feasible observation sequences for a process ensuring desired estimation qualities. Then two methods, namely, threshold method and periodic method, are proposed to calculate PCOL and LCO for each process. Based on the derived PCOL and LCO requirements, we develop two algorithms that are applicable to different situations: Sxy algorithm from the pinwheel problem for the case of LCO = 1 and tree search algorithm for general cases. Also, to reduce the computational complexity of tree search algorithm, several useful pruning conditions are obtained. Both rigorous analysis and simulation results are provided to validate the approaches.
Introduction
Scheduling problems have received more and more attention in recent years from different aspects. In wireless sensor networks, communication channel constraint or package loss makes it necessary to schedule a communication strategy such that certain optimization objectives are reached. In target tracking problems, it is common that the utilization of multiple tracing devices should be properly arranged to reduce the energy consumption or avoid mutual interferences. Besides these, scheduling problems also exist in other applications, e.g., networked control and sensor coverage problems.
Most scheduling problems are related to Kalman filtering with intermittent observation loss. Sinopoli et al. [21] investigated the properties of Kalman filtering with intermittent observation loss, where observation is assumed to be obtained either fully or lost at each step. They introduced an observation loss rate λ ensuring the convergence of the estimation and also provided the upper-bound and lower-bound of the expected value of estimation error covariance. Liu and Goldsmith [12] ⋆ *Corresponding author. Tel: +86-571-87951637; Fax: +86-571-87952152.
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studied the same problem with partial observation loss and derived similar results as [21] .
In certain applications of observing a single process, a collection of sensors are used, but only one sensor can be active at each time step. Such problems have been discussed from a variety of perspectives [6] , [5] , [16] , [1] , [2] , [17] , [18] , [7] and [22] . Gupta at el. [6] and Chhetri et al. [5] explored the subject of optimizing the estimation error covariance. They provided a non-myopic scheduling algorithm based on tree searching and also developed several pruning algorithms to reduce the computational complexity. Under the assumption that different sensors might have different communication costs, Sandberg et al. [16] developed a periodic sensor scheduling method which balances the state estimation quality and communication cost. Arai at el. [1] and [2] focused on optimizing several quadratic cost functions with a fast algorithm. Shi at el. [17] considered such problems from the perspective of energy consumption. Several tree construction algorithms are proposed to find sensor selection sequences which reduce the overall energy consumption and guarantee a desired estimation quality. Moreover, under the assumption of energy constraint, Shi at el. [18] developed a periodic scheduling scheme to minimize the estimation error. Gupta et al. [7] and Tiwari et al. [22] formulated a coverage problem to a single-process scheduling problem. Then a stochastic sensor selection algorithm was presented based on the results from [21] to minimize the expected value of estimation error covariance.
On the other hand, the single-process scheduling problem was also investigated under the setup that a subset of sensors could be active at each time step [9] , [24] , [14] and [10] . Hovareshti et al. [9] equipped the sensors with some memory and processing capability. Then they provided a pruning algorithm for tree searching to optimize the estimation quality. Xiao et al. [24] explored a singletarget tracking problem, in which a heuristic incremental sensor selection method was proposed to improve the tracking accuracy and tracking reliability. Mo et al. [14] , Joshi and Boyd [10] developed several efficient methods based on convex optimization, which could optimize a large amount of objective functions related to error covariance matrices.
In addition to the single-process scheduling problem, the problem of scheduling multiple sensors for multiple processes was also studied a lot. Again, it is assumed that only one or few processes can be observed for estimation at each time step due to practical sensing or communication constraints ( [20] and [15] ). Shi et al. [20] worked towards the goal of reducing the overall estimation error, i.e., the sum of the estimation error covariance for all the processes. They introduced two sensor scheduling schemes (MEF and MDF) with feedback and evaluated their performance. Ny [15] considered continuous-time systems, in which the overall estimation qualities are optimized. Notice that both of these works concentrate on the overall estimation qualities of all processes but neglect individual estimation performance. However, in certain applications, it is more desirable to ensure individual estimation qualities for all of them, which might be different for different processes. For example, a radar system is expected to estimate multiple targets with a good scheduling scheme such that the estimation meets all the requirements for individuals. Such kind of differentiated requirements for different processes exist in many applications. Therefore, the problem of scheduling sensors to meet all the individual specifications is one which is both theoretically challenging and practically significant.
In this paper, we investigate the problem of scheduling parallel Kalman filters for multiple processes, where each process is observed by a Kalman filter and at each time step only one Kalman filter could obtain observation. The problem is to find a scheduling scheme such that the desired estimation quality for each individual process could be satisfied. That means for any process, there exists a time step K such that the estimation error after K for the process is upper bounded by a given constant. The upper-bound might be different for different processes according to practical specifications.
To solve this problem, two novel concepts are introduced, called permissible consecutive observation loss (PCOL) and least consecutive observation (LCO). They are defined such that in an observation sequence, if the maximal consecutive observation loss for a process is equal to or less than its PCOL requirement and the minimal consecutive observation is no less than its LCO requirement, the estimation error covariance of the process can satisfy its desired estimation quality. Two methods, namely, threshold method and periodic method, are proposed to calculate PCOL and LCO requirements for each process. The threshold method requires fewer computational cost while the periodic method has more applicability. Based on the derived PCOL and LCO, the problem of scheduling parallel Kalman filters for multiple processes is converted into finding observation sequences to satisfy the PCOL and LCO requirements on each individual process and also a necessary condition for schedulability is obtained. In the case where LCO = 1, we show that it is a classical pinwheel problem [8] and can be efficiently solved by several well-known algorithms, e.g., Sxy [4] . Its computational complexity is O(n 2 ), where n is the number of processes. Based on the Sxy algorithm, a sufficient condition is also provided for the schedulability of our problem. In the general cases, a tree search based algorithm is proposed and it is shown that the proposed algorithm can be terminated in finite time of steps. In addition, several pruning conditions are derived, which can be used to significantly reduce the computational complexity.
Preliminaries and problem formulation

System model
Consider n independent processes a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n . At time k for a process a i , let x i k ∈ R p i be the process state, let
i be the process noise that is white Gaussian noise with covariance matrix Q i , and let v i k ∈ R q i be the measurement noise that is also white Gaussian noise with covariance matrix R i . Then a i can be described by a linear discrete-time model as follows:
where A i and C i are the system matrix and the measurement matrix, respectively. In the paper, we assume that the pair (A i , C i ) is detectable and (A i , Q i ) is controllable.
Preliminaries on Kalman filter
In this paper, we use Kalman filer to estimate the state of each process. It is well-known that Kalman filter is optimal among the set of all linear estimators. To better understand the development, we introduce some basic knowledge about Kalman filter in this subsection. Firstly we define
A standard Kalman filter is of the following form:
Denote S p + the set of p-by-p positive semi-definite matrices. Then we define functions h, g:
where h is called the updating function for estimation error covariance in time-updating step and g is called the updating function for estimation error covariance in the measurement-updating step.
If (A, C) is detectable and (A, √ Q) is controllable, the estimation error covariance matrix P k|k converges to a unique matrixP from any initial condition P 0|0 [13] , i.e.,
(1)
Problem description
In our setup, it is assumed that only one sensor is used to observe all n processes. Thus only one process can be observed at each time step. We define an observation sequence S = {λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 . . .}, where λ k = i means that the process a i is observed at time step k, and λ k = 0 means no process is observed at time step k.
In the following we will add the superscript i to all the notations to represent the index of the process a i if necessary.
For a process a i , if it does not have observation at time step k, then the estimator runs only time-updating, and otherwise, it runs both time-updating and measurementupdating. Therefore, for a i the estimation error covariance matrix is updated as follows:
We say that an estimation for a i satisfies the desired estimation quality P What we investigate in this passage is described as follows:
Problem 2.1 Given a desired estimation quality P i des for a single process a i , find conditions of observation sequence S which could promise the estimation of a i to satisfy P i des .
Problem 2.2 Given desired estimation qualities P i des , i = 1, 2, . . . , n for a collection of processes a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n (P i des may differ from P j des when i = j), find an observation sequence S to satisfy all the desired estimation qualities.
The solution to Problem 2.1 could promise the estimation of each process to satisfy its desired estimation quality and thus can be used to solve Problem 2.2.
Permissible consecutive observation loss
In the section, we look at Problem 2.1 from the perspective of permissible consecutive observation loss (PCOL) and least consecutive observation (LCO).
For an infinite observation sequence S, denote loss(S, a i ) the maximal consecutive observation loss for process a i in S and denote obv(S, a i ) the minimal consecutive observation for process a i in S.
Next we present the precise definitions of PCOL and LCO.
Definition 3.1 P COL i and LCO i are a pair of integers for process a i such that any observation sequence S meeting loss(S, a i ) ≤ P COL i and obv(S, a i ) ≥ LCO i satisfies the desired estimation quality P i des .
In the above definition, P COL i is called the permissible consecutive observation loss and LCO i is called the corresponding least consecutive observation.
If we could find a pair of P COL i and LCO i , we get a sufficient condition (i.e., loss(S, a i ) ≤ P COL i and obv(S, a i ) ≥ LCO i ) for an observation sequence S which promises the desired estimation quality for a i to be satisfied.
In the following two subsections, two methods are given to calculate P COL i and the corresponding LCO i for process a i with a desired estimation quality P i des .
Before we introduce the main results, a useful lemma is given firstly, a part of which is from [19] .
Proof. The proof of 1) and 2) can be found in the Appendix of [19] . Secondly consider the case of Z >P . We now prove the first inequality:
It contradicts with (1).
Threshold method
In the following, we introduce a threshold method to calculate P COL i and the corresponding LCO i for a i with a desired estimation quality P i des . This method is based on some conclusions in [19] .
is full rank. Let γ be the smallest such integer. We recall a lemma from [19] and present here.
Lemma 3.2 ([19])
If a i has been observed for at least consecutive γ steps by time step k, then there exists
where
When C i is invertible, it can be seen from (2) that γ = 1.
For this case
is not invertible, γ > 1 and calculation of M i refers to [19] .
Now we are ready to present the formulas of P COL i and LCO i for a i with the desired estimation quality P i des .
Proof. To prove the result, it is equivalent to show that for any observation sequence S, if loss(S,
Without loss of generality, suppose that at time step k 1 , a i has been consecutively observed for no less than LCO i steps. From time step k 1 + 1 to k 2 the process a i is not observed, where k 2 −k 1 ≤ P COL i . From time step k 2 +1 to k 3 , the process a i is observed again, where
Therefore, it is obtained that
In the argument above, it has been shown that
Continually repeating the argument leads to the conclusion that
Remark 3.1 Although the threshold method supplies a pair of P COL i and LCO i for each process a i , it has several drawbacks. Firstly if P i des < M i , this method is invalid. Secondly, when C i is not invertible, obv(S, a i ) ≥ γ > 1 should be satisfied. These additional constraints might narrow the applicable range of the threshold method. In the following, a periodic method is introduced, which effectively reduces these constraints.
Periodic method
In this subsection, we introduce a periodic method to calculate the P COL i and LCO i . That is, we concern only periodic observation sequences. For clarity of notions, we use P COL Firstly a lemma about Kalman filter with periodic observation from [16] is introduced. It is assumed that a process a i has two different observation configurations (C We can calculate the periodic solution for a periodic observation sequence by iteration or using a more efficient method in [23] .
For our setup, we can consider that every process a i in our system also has two observation configurations: One is (C i , v i ) for the time steps during which a i is observed and the other one is (0, 0) for the time steps during which a i is not observed. Since we assume that (A i , C i ) is detectable and (A i , Q i ) is controllable, according to Lemma 3.3 it can be inferred that if the observation for process a i appears periodically, P i k|k would converge to a unique periodic solution.
In the following we define a regular periodic observation sequence for process a i and introduce several properties about Kalman filter with a regular periodic observation for process a i . r . An illustrative example of a regular periodic observation sequence for a i is given (Fig. 1) . We use P 
The proof is in Appendix.
With the conclusions in Lemma 3.4, now we are ready to present another formulas of P COL i and LCO i for a process a i with the desired estimation quality P Proof. To prove the result, it is equivalent to show that for any periodic observation sequence S Thus it remains to prove that
By Lemma 3.3, it follows that any symmetric and positive semi-definite initial estimation error covariance leads to a unique periodic solution for a i under the periodic observation sequence S i g . Therefore, without loss of generality, suppose thatP i ≤ P i,g
It is also assumed that the sequence S i g starts from the first step of consecutive l i g1 observation loss (Fig. 2) .
, according to Lemma 3.4-1) and Lemma 3.1-1) it can be inferred that for j ∈ [0, l
Then by Lemma 3.1-1) and Lemma 3.4-1), it is further obtained that for j ∈ [0, m
per (l Notice that P i,g 0|0 ≥P i . Then from Lemma 3.1-3) and Lemma 3.1-2), we know for any j > 0,
Thus
, we continually repeat the argument above and eventually reach the conclusion (3).
In Theorem 3.2, to find P COL i per we need to try different x for any regular periodic observation sequence S ∈ Ω i until we get the maximal such value. To make sure that such search is tractable, we present the following theorem to show that there exists an upper bound of x for a given desired estimation quality P i des .
Proof. Suppose by contradiction that there is a regular periodic observation sequence S i r , which satisfies the desired estimation quality
According to Lemma.3.4-2), we know that
Combining (6) and (7), it follows from Lemma 3.1-1) that
which contradicts the assumption.
Remark
Finding a feasible observation sequence
In this section, we consider Problem 2.2. In last section we have already found sufficient conditions for feasible observation sequences which could promise the desired estimation quality of a process to be satisfied. Therefore, if we could find an observation sequence S which satisfies loss(S, a i ) ≤ P COL i and obv(S, a i ) ≥ LCO i for all the processes, then Problem 2.2 is solved.
Firstly, we introduce some notations and notions frequently used below. Define s i k the number of consecutive observation loss by time step k for process a i . Moreover,
T and call it the loss vector at time step k. It is assumed that for any observation sequence the initial loss vector is u 0 = 0. In the following, we use the notation u k ≥ 0 to indicate that all elements in u k are non-negative. According to our definition, it follows that
In the following, we show that any sequence S which satisfies loss(S, a i ) ≤ P COL i and obv(S, a i ) ≥ LCO i for all the processes can be replaced by a periodic sequence. Therefore, Theorem 3.2 is quite useful for finding a feasible observation sequence even though periodic observation sequences are concerned in the method.
Theorem 4.1 If a sequence S exists which satisfies loss(S, a i ) ≤ P COL
i and obv(S, a i ) ≥ LCO i for all the processes, so does a periodic sequence S g , whose maximal period is
Proof. It is noticed that since 0 ≤ s i k ≤ P OCL i according to the assumption, there are totally at most
Assume that S = {λ 1 , λ 2 , . . .} is an observation sequence satisfying loss(S, a i ) ≤ P COL i and obv(S, a i ) ≥ LCO i for all the processes. In any segment of length n i=1 (P COL i +1)+1 in S, there are at least two time steps which have the same loss vector. Without loss of generality, assume that u k1 = u k1+△k and process a l is observed at time step k 1 and k 1 + △k, where △k ≤ . By (8) , it follows that process a l is observed at time step k 1 − r + 1 and not observed at time step k 1 − r. To simplify notations, we denote
We construct a periodic observation sequence S g = {λ We write u ′ k to represent the loss vector for S g at time step k. Firstly, we prove that S g satisfies loss(S g , a i ) ≤ P COL i for all the processes. Now we discuss the time steps from 1 to △k in S g . Since u ′ 1 = 0, we get that u k2 − u ′ 1 ≥ 0. By our construction we know that the sequence segment from k 2 to k 2 + △k − 1 in S is the same as that from 1 to △k in S g . Then according to (8) it is further inferred that
Next we discuss the time steps from △k + 1 to ∞ in S g . Since u k2 = u k2+△k , according to (8) we know that in the observation sequence S from k 2 to k 2 + △k each process is observed at least for one time. It means u ′ △k+1
is not dependent on u 
Combing (9) and (10), it is obtained that for m = 0, 1, 2, . . . and 1 ≤ j ≤ △k,
Define a vectorū = [P COL 1 , P COL 2 , . . . , P COL n ] T . By assumption we know thatū − u k2+j−1 ≥ 0 for 1 ≤ j ≤ △k. Hence it follows by (11) thatū − u ′ m△k+j ≥ 0 for m = 0, 1, 2, . . . and 1 ≤ j ≤ △k, which means S g also satisfies loss(S g , a i ) ≤ P COL i for all the processes.
Secondly, we prove that S g satisfies obv(S g , a i ) ≥ LCO i for all the processes. Denote S(k 3 : k 4 ) the sequence segment during the interval [k 3 , k 4 ] in S. We have already known that process a l is observed at time step k 2 and not observed at time step k 2 − 1 and also known that in the sequence segment from k 2 to k 2 + △k − 1 in S, each process is observed for at least one time. Therefore, it follows that
Thus, we further obtain that obv(S g , a i ) ≥ LCO i is also satisfied for all processes.
From Theorem 4.1, we know any feasible observation sequence could also lead to a feasible periodic observation sequence. Therefore, we could narrow our search to feasible periodic observation sequences. Then Problem 2.2 is reformulated as follows: Problem 4.1 Find a periodic observation sequence S which can satisfy loss(S, a i ) ≤ P COL i and obv(S, a i ) ≥ LCO i for all the processes.
Firstly we present a necessary condition for the existence of an observation sequence satisfying loss(S, a i ) ≤ P COL i and obv(S, a i ) ≥ LCO i for all the processes.
Theorem 4.2
If an observation sequence satisfying loss(S, a i ) ≤ P COL i and obv(S, a i ) ≥ LCO i for all the processes exists, then it holds that
Proof. Consider N (N large enough) consecutive time steps in an observation sequence S. Let n i represent the number of time steps during which the process a i is observed. Since loss(S, a i ) ≤ P COL i and obv(S, a i ) ≥ LCO i by assumption, it is obtained that
In the next two subsections, two methods are developed to solve Problem 4.1.
Sxy algorithm
In this subsection, Sxy algorithm from the pinwheel problem is introduced briefly, which could be used to solve Problem 4.1 for the case where LCO i = 1 for all i.
First of all, we present the pinwheel problem [8] (see below).
Problem 4.2 ([8])
For a set Θ of integers, Θ = {b 1 , b 2 , . . . , b n }, which is sorted in the ascending order, i.e., b i ≤ b j when i < j, find an infinite sequence {λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 . . .} such that any subsequence with b i (1 ≤ i ≤ n) consecutive slots contains at least one i, where λ i is an integer and 1 ≤ λ i ≤ n.
Obviously when LCO i = 1 for all i, Problem. 4.1 is the same as the pinwheel problem, where b i = P COL i + 1. Therefore, the algorithms used for solving the pinwheel problem are also suitable.
1 bi the density of Θ. Chan and Chin [3] and [4] developed several algorithms Sx, Sa, Sby, Sby and Sxy for the pinwheel problem. They showed that if the density of Θ is equal to or less than 1/2, 13/20, 2/3, 0.6964 and 0.7 for Sx, Sa, Sby, Sby and Sxy, respectively, these algorithms can find a feasible periodic sequence for the pinwheel problem with the integer set Θ. The applicable ranges for these algorithms are shown (Fig. 3)[4] , where Sxy has the widest range in terms of ρ(Θ). The computational complexity for Sxy is O(n 2 ) [4] . Therefore, by Sxy the following sufficient condition for the schedulability of Problem 2.2 is obtained.
Theorem 4.3 Suppose P COL
i and LCO i is calculated by the periodic method, i.e.,
, a feasible periodic observation sequence S exists, which could satisfy the desired estimation qualities for all the processes.
Proof. According to the assumption, we know that for all i, LCO i = 1. Therefore, when
7, we could use Sxy to get a feasible periodic observation sequence [4] .
Tree search algorithm and pruning conditions
Although in several cases Sxy is an effective method to obtain a feasible periodic observation sequence, it still has certain constraints for its applicability. In this subsection, we introduce a more general method, a tree search with several pruning conditions, to find a feasible periodic observation sequence S satisfying loss(S, a i ) ≤ P COL i and obv(S, a i ) ≥ LCO i for all the processes.
For an M -depth tree T , a branch from the root to a leaf in depth M is called M -tuple and is denoted by L. Each element in L corresponds to a process. For example, a 4-tuple L = {a 1 , a 3 , a 2 , a 4 } (Fig. 4 ). An M -tuple L can be used to generate a periodic observation sequence. Once a process a i appears in L, it is supposed to be observed for consecutive LCO i steps. Taking the 4-tuple L = {a 1 , a 3 , a 2 , a 4 } as an example (Fig. 4) , the resulted periodic observation sequence is We use the following terminologies. An M-tuple is feasible if it can be used to generate a periodic observation sequence S satisfying loss(S, a i ) ≤ P COL i and obv(S, a i ) ≥ LCO i for all the processes. Expanding a leaf means generating n children of the leaf, where the n children correspond to n different processes. Expanding an M -depth tree to an (M + 1)-depth tree means all the leaves in the depth M are expanded. A leaf is pruned if it is removed from the tree such that no expanding is possible along this branch. .
The search technique we use is Breadth-First Search (BFS) [11] . Firstly we let M = 1 and select an arbitrary process as the root. We do not expand an M -depth tree to an (M + 1)-depth tree until all the branches from the root to all leaves in depth M are traversed. The search algorithm continues until a feasible M -tuple L is found, the tree could not be expanded any more, or M reaches its upper-bound. For example, from Theorem 4.1 we know that one upper-bound of M for our problem is n i=1 (P COL i + 1). Usually BFS can find the shortest feasible M -tuple. To reduce the computational complexity, three conditions are developed for pruning the nodes in the tree.
Pruning conditions
Firstly, we introduce some notions and notations. We say that L has repeated strings if it has a string repeatedly appearing without other elements between them. Taking L = {a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 , a 5 } as an example, it has repeated strings, namely, {a 2 , a 3 , a 2 , a 3 }, where the single string is {a 2 , a 3 }, the length of the string is 2, and the number of repetitions is 2. When we say an observation sequence has repeated strings, it has the same meaning. Denote S(k : k 1 ) the observation sequence segment during the interval [k,
Before introducing the pruning conditions, we firstly present two lemmas, which will be used in the later argument.
Lemma 4.1 Suppose an observation sequence S satisfies loss(S, a i ) ≤ P COL i and obv(S, a i ) ≥ LCO i for all the processes. Then for any k > 0, there exists an i such that
Proof. For any given k > 0, suppose a i is observed at time step k 1 > k while all other processes
Proof. Suppose S 1 is the periodic observation sequence with period N 1 generated from L 1 . Without loss of generality, assume that S 1 (1 :
Since L 1 contains repeated strings, the observation sequence in S 1 (1 : N 1 ) also has repeated strings {λ for 1 ≤ i ≤ n 1 and 1 ≤ j < l. The string is {λ k+1 , . . . , λ k+n1 } and the length of the string is n 1 .
We construct L 2 from L 1 by replacing the repeated strings with a single one. Denote the length of L 2 by M 2 . It is clear that M 2 < M 1 . Now we generate an observation sequence S 2 from L 2 . Suppose its period is N 2 and denote S 2 (1 :
Then it is known that S 2 (1 : N 2 ) is also derived from S 1 (1 : N 1 ) with N 2 < N 1 and N 1 − ln 1 = N 2 − n 1 . In the following, we prove that S 2 also satisfies loss(S 2 , a i ) ≤ P COL i and obv(S 2 , a i ) ≥ LCO i for all the processes.
In what follows, we use u i k , i = 1, 2, to represent the loss vector for S 1 and S 2 , respectively.
For the initial loss vector, we have u 1 0 = u 2 0 = 0. Now we discuss the first cycle in S 1 and S 2 . Since from time step 1 to k + n 1 , S 1 and S 2 have the same observation sequence, we get
Moreover, notice that the time steps from k + n 1 + 1 to k + ln 1 of S 1 are the repetition of {λ k+1 , . . . , λ k+n1 }, so according to (8) we obtain that
Furthermore, because the observation sequence from time step k + n 1 + 1 to N 2 in S 2 is the same as the observation sequence from k + ln 1 + 1 to N 1 in S 1 , it follows from (8) that
Combing (13) and (14), we obtain
N2 ≥ 0, we could repeat the argument above and finally derive that
From the assumption, we know that S 1 satisfies loss(S 1 , a i ) ≤ P COL i and obv(S 1 , a i ) ≥ LCO i for all the processes. Thus we haveū − u 1 k ≥ 0 for k > 0. According to (15) , it is derived thatū − u 2 k ≥ 0 for k > 0. Therefore, S 2 also satisfies loss(S 2 , a i ) ≤ P COL i and obv(S 2 , a i ) ≥ LCO i for all the processes Remark 4.1 From the proof, we know that the feasible M 2 -tuple L 2 is derived from L 1 by replacing the repeated strings with the single one. For instance, if
Now we are ready to present the pruning conditions. (1) If there exist k and i such that
then the leaf of the M -tuple L can be pruned. Proof. 1) According to Lemma 4.1, for an observation sequence S if there exist k and i such that (16) holds, then S could not satisfy loss(S, a i ) ≤ P COL i and obv(S, a i ) ≥ LCO i for all the processes. Assume we expand L to get an M 1 -tuple L 1 , which could generate a periodic observation sequence S 1 . By the assumption, we know that S(1 : N ) is included in S 1 . Therefore, S 1 can not satisfy loss(S, a i ) ≤ P COL i and obv(S, a i ) ≥ LCO i for all the processes. Thus, the leaf of the M -tuple L can be pruned.
2) Similar to the proof of 1), if
could not be satisfied, then no expansion of the branch could generate a periodic observation sequence satisfying the requirement of permissible consecutive observation loss P COL i .
3) Suppose we finally generate a feasible
where L is included in L 1 . According to Lemma 4.2 we can obtain another feasible M 2 -tuple L 2 , where
Since L is not included in L 2 , the leaf of the M -tuple L can be pruned.
Adding the pruning conditions to BFS, we obtain Algorithm 1. In this section, we present several simulation results to demonstrate our approaches. For given desired estimation qualities, both threshold method and periodic method are used to calculate P COL i and LCO i for each process a i . After deriving P COL i and LCO i for all the processes, tree search algorithm and Sxy algorithm are used to find an observation sequence. We discuss two cases in the following: (1) The measurement matrix is invertible; (2) The measurement matrix is not invertible.
Invertible measurement matrices
Firstly, we consider the case where the measurement matrix C i is invertible. Consider in this simulation a system with three independent processes a 1 , a 2 and a 3 , which have the same A, Q, C but different observation noise R. At each time step only one of the three processes can be observed. The system model is as follows:
For this system, we obtain thatP 1 = 0.1905,P 2 = 0.2899,P 3 = 0.38353. In addition, if we use the threshold method, it can be calculated that M 1 = 0.3, M 2 = 0.5, M 3 = 0.7. According to Theorem 3.1, for this system if we use the threshold method, the desired estimation qualities should satisfy P We consider different desired estimation qualities to verify our results. In the first place, the desired estimation qualities are as follows:
By using either the threshold method or the periodic method, we obtain that
With these important values, we use the tree search algorithm or Sxy algorithm finding a feasible periodic observation sequence as follows:
for which the period is 4. We could see that under this observation sequence, the desired estimation qualities for all the processes are satisfied (Fig. 5) . Next we change the desired estimation qualities to
By the threshold method, we obtain that
6 > 1, according to Theorem 4.2 we know that we are not able to find an observation sequence to satisfy the constraints.
However if we use the periodic method, we can obtain that
A feasible periodic observation sequence exists and can be found by the tree search algorithm or Sxy algorithm as follows:
The estimation error covariance of three processes demonstrates that the derived observation sequence does ensure the desired estimation qualities P 1 des = 2, P 2 des = 2 and P 3 des = 2.5 (Fig. 6 ). To compare the threshold method and the periodic method, we set the P ). An indicator existence is used to record if a feasible observation sequence satisfying these desired estimation qualities can be found by the threshold method or the periodic method. If a feasible observation sequence is found, the corresponding existence is 1 and otherwise, it is 0. The results are shown (Fig. 7) and (Fig. 8) , where the X axis and Y axis represent the desired estimation qualities for a 2 and a 3 , and the Z axis represents the corresponding indicator existence. For example, when P 2 des ∈ [4, 20] and P 3 des ∈ [1, 1.2], by using the threshold method we could not find a feasible observation sequence, but by using the periodic method we could find a feasible one.
From the comparison, we notice that both threshold method and periodic method are effective for finding a feasible observation sequence in most situations. 
Non-invertible measurement matrices
In last subsection we have discussed the case where C i is invertible. Now we consider that C i is not invertible.
Here we change the system models for a 1 , a 2 and a 3 as follows:
For this system, we have that Here we use the trace of the estimation error covariance to represent the estimation quality. Because the trace of the positive semi-definite matrix is also non-negative, we can apply our results with minor modifications.
Firstly, we set desired estimation qualities as follows:
The threshold method is invalid in this case, since
des ). However, the periodic method is still valid and we can obtain that
A feasible periodic observation sequence is found by the tree search algorithm or Sxy algorithm as follows:
{1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3 . . .} By using this observation sequence, the traces of the estimation error covariance matrices for a 1 , a 2 and a 3 satisfy the desired estimation qualities for all the processes (Fig. 9 ). To compare the performance of the two methods, we set T r(P (Fig. 10 ) and (Fig. 11) . We see that if we use the threshold method, no feasible observation sequences can be found for those given desired estimation qualities.
From the comparison, we see that in the case of C i is noninvertible, the periodic method is more effective than the threshold method.
Conclusions and future work
In this paper, we explore the problem of scheduling parallel Kalman filters so that the estimation satisfies the desired estimation qualities for all the processes. Rigorous analysis for the scheduling problem is provided based on two novel concepts: the permissible observation loss (PCOL) and the least consecutive observation (LCO). Two effective methods, namely, threshold method and periodic method, are proposed to compute PCOL and LCO. Then, the problem of scheduling parallel Kalman filters is converted into the problem of finding observation sequences to satisfy the P COL i and LCO i specifications on each individual process. For the P COL i and LCO i specifications obtained by the periodic method, it is shown that our scheduling problem turns out to be a pinwheel problem and can be solved more efficiently in certain situations by well-known algorithms such as Sxy. For general specifications, we develop a tree search based algorithm that can be terminated in finite time of steps. In addition, several pruning conditions are obtained, which can greatly reduce the computational complexity. Dynamically scheduling parallel Kalman filters in response to time-varying environment or unpredictable events could be a future work. Distributed scheduling algorithms via local communication could be another interesting direction on the topic. 
